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• around 3500 m a.s.l
• Rock glaciers
• other dis nc ve landforms (e.g. talus slopes,…)
• Permafrost limited to rock glaciers (and partly talus slopes)

• 5000 - 5500 m a.s.l
• Thick, fine grained sediment layer
• Solifluc on lobes and pa erned ground
• Uniform landscape and homogeneous subsurface structure
• Ground ice in form of sediments with inters al ice or ice-lenses
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This summary figure of our results shows the 
water equivalents calculated based on the geo-
physical surveys and upscaling methodology for 
the two study sites. In each case an es ma on for 
a minimum, maximum and mean ground ice con-
tent was made, resul ng in the water equivalent 
ranges displayed in the figure to the le . When 
considering the en re catchment areas the water 
equivalent contained in the ground ice of Site 1 is 
significantly larger than what was es mated for 
Site 2. This is because ground ice is limited to rock 
glaciers in Site 2, whereas Site 1 is in a zone of con-

nuous permafrost.

Study SitesStudy Sites

Our results have shown that ground ice within non-rock glacier permafrost may contribute significantly to the total ground ice con-
tent of a catchment (and may even be larger in total than ground ice within rock glaciers). 

Results for different sub-catchments of Site 2

Calculated for a depth of

30 m • Site 2 (rock glaciers and talus slopes un l a depth 
of 20m): 0.00019 - 0.00041 km³/km²

• Site 1 (calculated for the uppermost 10m):  
0.0011 - 0.0026 km³/km²
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It is currently debated, whether ground ice from permafrost terrains can be considered as a significant water reservoir and as an alterna ve 
resource of fresh water. In the Central Andes, data on permafrost and understanding of the Andean cryosphere in general is scarce, especially 
in areas devoid of glaciers and rock glaciers. Furthermore, assump ons on ground ice contents exist solely for rock glaciers and es mated 
ground ice contents are predominantely based on a ques onable empirical rule of thumb (Brenning, 2005; Azocar and Brenning, 2010; Aren-
son and Jakob, 2010). The main goals of this study were to (i) es mate ground ice contents based on in-situ geophysical measurements (ERT 
and RST) and using the Four Phase Model (4PM) (Hauck et al., 2011), (ii) develop an upscaling methodology to es mate ground ice con-
tents over a larger area and (iii) compare non-rock glacier permafrost terrains to rock glacier dominated sites with regard to their respec ve 
ground ice contents.
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• This figure compares ground ice volumes for rock glaciers in Site 2 a.) based on the pre-
sented method (geophysics + substrate classifica on + simple PF distribu on model and 
b.) based on the empirical rule by Brenning (2005) for the same rock glaciers. Rock 

 glacier thickness and corresponding ground ice contents are largely over-esimated 
when using the empirical rule established by Brenning (2005) in comparison to the 
results of our geophysical surveys. Using an empirical rule clearly overgeneralizes the 
complex subsurface condi ons and ground ice contents of rock glaciers. The 

 comparison demonstrates the importance of in-situ measurements (e.g., geophysics) 
for the es ma on of ground ice contents. This is also highlighted by the results of Halla 
et al., 2020. 

• Ice-rich permafrost terrain aside from rock glaciers may contain significant volumes 
of ground ice over large areas and should therefore be considered for the assessment 
of the hydrological importance of permafrost as well.

Electrical Resis vity Tomography (ERT)

Very simple permafrost distri-
bu on model:

Y(x) = b₀ + b₁ elevtion(x) + b₂ PISR(x)

Allows to exclude areas where 
permafrost is unlikely

Four Phase Model (4PM)
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Notes from Fieldwork

Classifica on of the
catchment

DEMs

Geophysics

Refrac on Seismic Tomography (RST)

Data Basis:

Catchment classifica on:

•  Mapping of surface type and/or landforms
•  Considera on of slope (sediment cover = less 

thick) and aspect (important factor for energy 
balance)

•  Results of geophysics to detect and analyze 
differences in subsurface condi ons (e.g influ-
ence of surface type)

Assignment of one conceptual soil stra graphy model (based on geophysics) per upscaling class:
•  Number of layers detected from the geophysics
•  Es ma on of thickness, ice satura on (4PM using petrophysical rela ons where available, other-

wise by interpreta on of the ERT results and observa ons, test, pits and boreholes) and porosity of 
each layer (i)

MethodologyMethodology

Calcula on of total ground ice content [km³] of each catchment
( & conversion to water equivalent assuming an ice density conversionfactor of 0.9 g cm⁻³)

Site 2: 
• 13 RST profiles
• 17 ERT profiles 
Site 1:
• 4 RST profiles
• 21 ERT profiles 

Example soil stra graphy 
from ERT: 3 layers (ac ve layer, 
ice-rich layer, bedrock)

Source: Hilbich et al., 2018
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